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Unseen Cinema

(M) - DEN- dir Thomas Vinterberg - 116mins
Sunday 11 April 4:30pm BCC Cinemas Earlville

Nominated for 2 Oscars Best Director and Best International Feature
Thomas Vinterberg’s ANOTHER ROUND, features Mads Mikkelsen as a high school teacher who with his three friends embark on an experiment to test the “half a per mille” theory that
the human body performs best under the influence of 0.05 blood
alcohol content.
A fun, touching and thought-provoking drama about friendship,
freedom – and alcohol.
“Audaciously provocative and wickedly funny.”
- Dominik Corry - Chicago Sun-Times
“Another Round is a truly wonderful movie about trying to come
to grips with life, anchored by terrific performances, infectious
music, and a real understanding of the humming discontentment that all adults must learn to navigate in their own ways.”
- Alissa Wilkinson - VOX

(M)- ITALY/US -Dir. Michael Dweck, Gregory Kershaw

84mins

Sunday 18 April 4:30pm BCC Cinemas Earlville
Deep in the forests of Piedmont, Italy, a handful of men, seventy or eighty years young, hunt for the rare and expensive white
Alba truffle—which to date has resisted all of modern science’s
efforts at cultivation.
The demand for white truffles increases year after year, even
as the supply decreases. As a result of climate change, deforestation, and the lack of young people taking up the mantle,
the truffle hunters’ secrets are more coveted than ever. However, as it soon becomes clear, these ageing men may just hold
something much more valuable than even this prized delicacy:
the secret to a rich and meaningful life.
Official Selection – Sundance Film Festival, Cannes Film Festival, Telluride Film Festival, Toronto International Film Festival,
New York Film Festival.

(M) - SPAIN - Dir. Cesc Gay - 82mins
Sunday 25 April 4:30pm BCC Cinemas Earlville
Julio and Ana have been together for over fifteen years. This
evening, Ana has invited the upstairs neighbours over. Salva
and Laura are the slightly younger and sometimes noisy couple.
This evening, the neighbors will become both the instigators
and victims of an emotional tsunami, brought on by an unusual and surprising proposal. The four adults can’t help but get
caught up in an evening of excess and catharsis.
“This witty and caustic film may be confined in terms of setting
and scope (it unfolds in real time) but it’s fun nonetheless, not
least because of the delicious performances from the four actors.”
- David Stratton - The Australian

TICKETS

Adults $18.
Members & Concs $13
Book online endcredits.org.au

COVID-SAFE

Attendees agree to all Covidsafe directions. Do Not Attend If Ill.

Become an End Credits member

Join End Credits ($15.00 p.a.) at any of our screenings,
Or by mail to PO BOX 2663 Cairns 4870, or online at our website.

End Credits acknowledges the support of

Door sales ( if not sold out prior - check our website for status ) are
available with cash or card 60 mins prior to start.
Concessions prices available for members of End Credits, Arts Nexus,
Students. - Proof of concession status may be required for entry.

